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Introduction 

ANALYSIS OF THE FREEZEBACK OF WATER IN A 
CYLINDRICAL BOREHOLE DRILLED IN AN ICE SHEET 

Shunsuke Takagi 

The problem solved in this paper arose as the result of an exploratory drilling program in the 
Antarctic Ocean. When a borehole is drilled through an ice sheet the water filling ,it starts to 
freeze. However, the borehole must be kept open for a certain period of time so that the water be
low the ice sheet may be sampled and broughtto the surface. This paperts part of a~effort made 
at CRREL to solve this problem. 

This paper presents-the analytic·al solution of the freezeback.of water in ·a borehole .under-the 
conditions that the temperature distribution does not depend on the vertical direction and the temp
erature of the water in the borehole is the freezing temperature everywhel'e in the region occupied 
by the water throughout the entire proce~fs. Carslaw and Jaeger* (p. 296) state that no exact solu
tion of this problem was available when they wrote thei_r book. To the author·s knowledge, their 

. statement is still true. 
. -

A. new mathematical d·evice is introduced in this paper toctiscover the· an;alytical sol~tion of 
this problem. ·The thickness h of the new ice layer·(ormed inside the original cylindrical wall is 
used in place of time t. Conversion of t to h is performed by use of an expression of dhldt ~s a 
power series of h. With this device the moving boundary between ice and water is mathematically 
transformed to a stationary boundary~ The nonlinear problem of the freezing of water is thus broken 
down into a sedes of linear problems. In other words; temperature is· d_eter.mined successively by 
solving the linear ordinarydiff_efential. equations arising from each term of the series. When -the· 
series expressing the temperature is-· determined, the series expressin'g :clhldt is given in tenris 'or h. 

-Th~ proble·m can thu~ be solved. . ; . . -

. The solution, however,. cannot includ~ more than the first few terms be~ause of the insurmount
able complexity involved-in ~olving highe~ terms of the series. Th~ soiudo~ is ·val:id, the~efore, _. 
only for a short initial time interval. 

The method presente.d here is. applicable to other pro-blems of a ~imilar nature. 

The problem 

Let the initial radius of the borehole cbe _R 0 .• The· radial distance R is nondimensionalized by 
using r defined· by · 

(1) 

. * Cars law arid Jaeger {1959) Conduction Of beat in solids. Qxford~ 
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Thus the ice/water· interface is initially at 

r = 1. 

Let the nondimensional time r be defined by 

a-
1 

T = -t 
R2 

0 

·; 

(2) 

.(3) 

whe~e ai is the thermal diffusivity of ice and t is time. Then the differential equation_ to be solved 
is 

aei a2e. 1 ae. l -
.-·-.-.+ - _l 

at ar2 r. ar 
(4) 

where Oi is the tempe-rature of ice. At r ~ ~-. the temperature of ice is: 

(5) 

. and the. initial t~mperature is: 

for 1 ~ r < oo. (6) 

Let h be the nondimensionalized thic~ness of. the new ice layer formed• inside the cylindrical 
walL The boundary condition at r = 1 - hi~. . 

• .-· .I • • • 

iJ. = e, 
l • 

(7) 

where ef ist he. freezingtemperature, whic~ is_ ~ssumed to be a· fixed constant alth~>Ugh, in reality' 
the freezing temperature of sea water drops with the progress of freezing due to the··'increase of 
salt contEmt .. in the unfrozen sea.watei:. ·In the'following·, the temperature of lillfrozen water is. as
sumed~ forsiffiple analysis, to be equal to Or everywhere in the unfrozen region and throughout" the 
entire process of freezing. · · '' · 

__ Theequationof energy-balance ·at the ice/water interface is.~.e_duced, lilld~r the assumption 
introduced_ so. far,· to · 

-(aaor i)· ~----_- _, ·:h_- =_ L . dh -
c1 .dt 

. (8): 

whereci 1s the specific neat per unit massoC_ice, and Lis the latent he~t per unit mass of water. · 
~ -· . . . _. : 

/ Reduction to ordinary d_lffe.~~n~lal ~~ua,tiOns > 

The moving boundary at.r = 1 ~ h becomes a stationary boundary at e == 0 b'y~tfie transformation 

r- 1 + h 

h 
.( 9) 
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The correspondence of r" to ~at three important points is: -

r 1-h l oo 

-~ 0 l . 00 

Because h is monotonically increasing .with time, h may be used in· place of time. Th~:temperatu~e · 
Oi(r,r~ of ice may then be expressed as - '., . . ., .. 

Substituting eq 10 into eq 4 yields .. 

where 

dh 
h =(it" 

0 

We introduce another assumption that ® i(/;, h) may be ~xpressed as 

L hn¢n(t"). 

n=O 

. We assume tha(h can be expressed in terms of h: · 

h 2{32 L l:'nhn 

D= -1·-

· where f3 is a constant to he d~termined and 

v = l. -1- . 

. -\ ... 

The series (eq 14) begins with n = -1 to yield h(t) such that h ~. oo when h -.. 0. 

l (11) 

(-12) 

(13) 

(15) 

. Substitute eq 13 and 14 into,eq 11 and -rearrange the result in the ascending order of h. The 
diff~rentialequations· of ¢

0 
(~ ~ 0) are-then found by equat-ing the c~fficients of h 0 to zero. For 

&ystematic computation we transform th~ sum in thep~jr of braces in eq 11 to the following: 

,·. 
. . 2 

asi h- . a®i·. 1 a ®i 
-. -. -{f~ 1)- -h +- -.-
a~ , h · ah h 2 af 

·oo 

E.hn-2Fn 

D=O 

(16) 

where 

n [ · dip E iln--m-1: (/; ~.1) .d/;m 
ID=O 

-·m ¢ l- _·. . m_.,, (17) 
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The equation of ¢ 0 is gi~en by 

(18) 

and the equations of¢ (n 2 1) are given by . :n .-. . . 

0. (19) 

The equations assume a familiar form when e is transformed to X, defined by 

x = f3<e- 1) (20) 

where, because 0 ~ e ~ oo, 

-{3 ~X < oo. (21) 

Thus we obtain 

0 (22) 

and, for n ~ 1, 

(23) 

where t1 (x) is given by 

(24) 

and f n(x) (n ~ 1), by 

2 . 
d ¢n-l 

-X-"'"--'--

·dx~ 

·.. "' ' 

The boundary condition 7 yields 

and 

for n ~ 1. (26) 

The bOundary condition 5 yields 
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and 

'.: : .. ' (27) 

The initial condition 6 reduces to eq 27, because, as shown by eq 9, h -. 0 is equivalent to ~--. oo 

' ior r such that 1 - h.< r < oo. ' 

General solution 
I-! 

. On~ of the solutions of the homogeneous equation derived' from·:e·q 23, -. 

0 (28). 

is, as is well known·~ · 

¢
0

(X) = in _erfc x. (29) 

..-· 

To obtain the second solution, note that ec:[28 is found when ix is. substit'uted for x in: the dif
. ferential equation sat_isfied by the nth degree Hermite's polynomial H 

0
(x). Therefore the second 

solution of eq 28, expressed as a real func'tion,:.is · · · · :, · · 

: l . . . 
. 'E

0
(x) = - H (ix). 

·n n 1 . 

Some of ~he functions En(x) are shown below: 

E 0(x) 1 

E 1(x) 2x 

E 2(x) 4x2+2 

E 3(x) 4x(2x2 + 3). 

(30). 

·The properties ·orE 0(x)'ar~ found from the :p~operties· of H
0
(x). Among them, ·those'that ~e · 

useful to us are: 

(31) 

0· (32) 

and ·t·· ~ .. : . 

* N~tional Bureau of Stan~ards (lg64) ~andbook of mathemati~a.l functions: with forriml~s~ g~aphs.,and mathe-
matical tables. NBS Apphed Mathematics Series 55; p. 484. · .. · ·• - · 
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(33) 

/ 

Use,?~ En(x) enables us to rewrite in erfc(-x)* to a reai fotln:' 

·: .. ····o,1' 
1 . . 

'I 

in erfc(-x) 
- 2-n+1 

-(-1)" in erfcx + -· - E (x). 
n! n 

(34) 

The solution of the in~omogen,eo!JS equation.23 satisfying-the boundary conditions given in 
eq 27 takes the following form: 

L I 

(35) 

where An is a constant and Gn(x) is to be determined. Substituting eq 35 into_eq 23 yields 

t •.• • 

(36) 

where the indefinite integral is used on the right-hand side. ~:'I: ' 

To reduce eq 8 to the boundary conditions of cpn. use eq 10, 13,:12 and 14 in eq 8~ Comparing 
the coefficients of hn, we find 

and 

·The first solution 

, 2L . 
- ~fL 

. c i 

2L 
- -f3v . 

c. n 
1 

·_(37) .. 

r. 

(38) 

. 
1 

• The solu~~on ¢ 0 (x} o.~ eq_22 s~tisfy~ng t~ebound~ry conditions specified ~n-~q 26 a~d 27 is: 

¢ 0(x) = () oo + A 0 erfcx (39} 

where 

Or ,_ o oo 

erfc(-fJ) 
.. 

;.· _ ..... 

· Note that erfc(-fJ) is gi\~en by lettingn = Oin eq 34 as follows: 

•· ()P cit., Formula 7 ·?~ 11._ 
··-" :- :: .. 



erfc(-f3) = 2- erfc(3. 

Substituting ~q 39 ~nto eq 37, we find the equation for determining {3: 

The second solution 

Substituting the first solution ¢>
0
(x) into eq ~4. we find: 

Then use of eq 36 y~eldS- G 
1
(x): 

which, on integrati()n, becorres 

, - Ao . i· . 2f3vo -x2 . .. ')'. 
G (x) = B - ---(-erfGX + -_- e · ·• 

1 1 f3Vrr 2 3y'f1 

Thus we.. have the general ~olution of ¢> 
1 
(x): 

. . , Ao (1 . 2f3vo 2) 
¢> 1(x) = A1 erfcx + !J 1x - -- 2" erfcx + --.. e~x · · 

. . f3vrr 3Jii -

The· boundary condition¢> 1(x= oo) = 0 is satisfied by letting 

81 = 0. 

7 

•. S· 

( 41) 

(42) 

(43) 

.J. 

(44) 

(45) 

The boundary condition ¢>.t<x =-{3) = 0 yields one of the equations·~m determining the two remaining 
unknowns A

1 
and v

0
: - ·· · . 

·.- 2A 
2 

. A 1 i erfc(~f3l': v 0 3
"

0 
e-f3 

. . . 

Ao . . 
-- erfc(-f3). _ -
2{3Y, . . . -. . . 

The second, ~qtiation for det~rmining A 
1 

and v
0 

is: 

(
4A 0f3 -{32 2L ) A0· -{32 

A 1 erfc(-{1) -1 t/0 -- e - -{3 = -e . 
- . _ ~rr _ ~ .. c,i , , {3rr 

.whichis obtained by ~'ubstitutinleci 45 into a~ equation fou~d by ietting n ~-1~ in eq as: 

( 46) 

(47) 
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The third solution 

Use of eq 25 yields 

(48) . 

where 
/. 

(49) 

Note that g2(x) does not contain the unknown constant v 1. Substituting eq 48 into eq 36 yields 

where 

P2 ~ 2~~ [-Ao~+ :;)+AI] 

Pa ~ ~;; Al ~ 
3
:;::v~ A0) 

--- :-+--A 0 (1 5v0) 
. 2{Jyrr {3 3J" 

(50) 

Because the right-band side of eq sOl cannot be ~tegrated to a simplil funCtion, the third solu- · 
tion ¢>2(x) is very com~licated .. _T?tnt~~f:~~:e e~ 5~ we define functions Hn(x)_ and Kn(x); _ . 
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oo 2A 2 
Hn(x) J e-A dA 

= (2A2 + l)n 
X -

(51) 

and 

(52) 

Then eq 50 is integrated to: 

. (53) 

( ) Vii 1 
> J 

2 
x = - ---'- erfcx + - K 2(x) 

8 4 

and 

in which q n are: 

1,.~· 
\'. i ' 

- A0 (l 5v0) 
----·--+-

8{3..fo . {3 . 3yrr . 

·, 
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. 2 
Aovo 

---
l5rr 

. Thus the general solution of ¢ 2(x) is found as follows: 

The boundary condition ¢ 2(x = - {3) = 0 ~ields 

B2 = 0. 

(54) . 

The boundary condition ¢ 2(x =.oo) = 0 yields one of the two equations for determining two unknown 
~onstants A2 and v 1: 

(55) 

-
The second equation for determining A·2 and v1 is obtained by substituting eq 54 into an equation 

· found by putting n =-.2 in eq 38; thus we get 

A2 ierCc{-{3) - v 1~2 + 
2c~{3) = P2 

where 

2A0· r.i2 a4 ·.· 2 2A .. · . 
H +- ,_.., e..:. {3 - _o .{3 J 2 ( -{3) 

Vri 2(32 + 1 Vrr 

2 -.~-~2(~p {3 + p {32 _ ~ {33 +P {34 _ n. {35) -. __ . e 1 1 3 4 • n 
2{3 2 + l . . 

/ . 

{~·· , · A 0v 0' . ~ 
-~-A. 1 ..,.- -. -· erfc(-j:l) .· 

2 y:n. ' . 

No solution ·of higher order than three has been computed. 

DeterminaUon·_of h(t) 

Transform eq 14 to 

. h dh .= 2{32.(1·+ voh.+vlh 2)dr .. 
. . . . 

(56) 

(57) 

The first approxiination of h is found by takmg on~Y the first ternlin the ·right-ha:nd side io be . 
G. 

ti = 2[3/lz. {58) 
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Substituting eq 58 into the second term of eq 57 and neglecting the third term, the second approxi
mation is found to be 

h = 2f3 Vz 4. ~ 2 
- T +- VOtJ T~ 3 . (59) 

Substituting eq 59 into the right-hand side of eq .57, the .third approximation is found to be 

(60) 

Numerical computation 

The following values are chosen as. the input parameters.: a= 0.0114 cm2/sec, C = 0.5 cal/g, 
L = 80 cal/g, e(X) = -15°G and Or= -1J~°C. It is believed that the freeliing point of the sea water 
in the Antarctic Ocean is adequately represented· by Or= -1.8°C. 

The following relations simplify the progr~m: 

pl 2(3q3 + q5) 

p2 2(q2 +. 2q4) 

Pa 4(q3 + 25q} 

p4 4q4 

p5 8q5 

qo ,-(q2 + q4) 

Thus only q2 through q5 are independent. 

Temperature was computed at r_= 1, 2, 3,.5, 7 as functions of r _in consideration.of the-con
venience or actual measurement. The result is shown in Figure L With giv~n values eq 60 becoiiJ3 s 

. ~ ~ 
fi = 0.08850 T 

2 + 0.01529 T- 0.01249 T 
2 (61) 

.. which· is plotted in Figure 2. · In eq 61. h reaches max~mum fn the ·nelghborho~ of t ~ •4. There-
·~ fore the·solution given inthis paper by taking the· first three:ierms·orthe se'ri~s expre~sing.iemp~ 

erature is not .valid for r > 4. Letting r = 4 in eq 3 we get the uppetJimit otJhe tim~ ofapplie~ 
· ~bility_in.termsofR 0 : .. . . 

R~(cm)> 0.00285t (se~) = O.Ol7lt (min) - lO~~r(~r) 

where the un-its i.ri. parentheses show the units of corresponding quantities. 
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h 

0----~----~----~--~----~----~--~ 

-IG0~--~0~.5~--~1.0~--~~~.5~~2~.0~--~2~.5--~3~.0~--3~.5 

T 

Figure 1. Temperature of ice (()~C) versus nondi
mensional time ( r ). 

·0 0.5 1.0. I}> 2.0 2.5 
T 

Figure 2. Nondimensional thickness(h) of new 
ice versus nondimension~l time (r) • . 
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